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Annex 5 

LARGE ITEM DISPOSAL AT THE DRIGG LOW LEVEL WASTE 
REPOSITORY, UNITED KINGDOM 

by Steve Griffiths, UK Health & Safety Executive, United Kingdom 

Currently the UK operates only one repository for low level radioactive waste, the 
LLWR near Drigg in Cumbria. It is located on the West Cumbrian coast near the village of 
Drigg. LLWR is designed for the management of solid LLW and has operated as the 
principal national disposal facility for LLW since 1959. LLWR is managed and operated on 
behalf of the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) by UK Nuclear Waste 
Management Ltd. (UKNWM), parent body of LLW Repository Ltd.  UKNWM is a 
consortium led by URS, Studsvik and AREVA. Waste is accepted at LLWR based on 
conditions for acceptance (1).  

Although there is some history of disposal of non-containerised “large items” at the 
Drigg site these are anecdotally described as “not quite fitting into an ISO container (2)” 
and enquiries indicate that their disposal was restricted to the legacy times when items 
were tumble-tipped into open trenches at the site, a practise now long ceased. 

The feasibility of true single large item disposal at the LLWR presents complex 
problems arising from the poor suitability of both rail and road infrastructure in UK. 

LLWR is serviced both by road and rail links. The static weight of large items being 
taken nominally as up to ~300 metric tons would not necessarily preclude transportation 
by rail but the practicalities of this route are limited. The ageing rail infrastructure 
includes numerous tunnels, bridges and sections of line with overhead electrification. All 
these would require either careful justification or significant work to ensure the safe 
transit of large loads. Nuclear facilities in UK are by design in remote locations, not all of 
which are serviced by rail connections and the rail network itself has evolved to service 
intercity transportation rather than heavy freight and as such tends to route through 
town centres, exacerbating the tunnel, bridge and pantograph concerns already 
identified. Within only a few miles of the LLWR itself there are requirements to pass both 
over and under a series of bridges that may preclude the passage of items significantly 
outside the footprint and mass of a rail car. 

Current road transport regulations in the UK limit routine weights to 44 tons and 
although systems are in place to transport items of up to ~120 tons (a 150-ton limit with 
allowance for a 30-ton vehicle) the limitations imposed on such moves should not be 
underestimated. Permissions can be granted for loads exceeding 150 tons all-up but the 
number of roads available for the movement of such loads is very limited. Heights above 
4.9 metres inclusive of trailer are difficult to transport by road and in addition to special 
permissions would require the route to be surveyed in detail. Width restrictions come 
into place at overall widths of 2.9, 5 and 6.1 metres, the latter requiring special 
permissions and routing. If a route could be identified whereby large items could be 
transported by road, extensive liaison with the relevant police authorities would be 
required. It would also be necessary to meet current UK legislative limits for maximum 
speed, axle and wheel loading and provide indemnity to highways and bridge authorities. 
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On arrival at LLWR the unloading and handling of such loads would present problems 
given the equipment available which is used to handle typical maximum loads of 35 tons. 
Should equipment be brought in to enable the unloading and handling of the items, the 
local ground loading limit for the repository of 30kN/m2 per metre item height [2] and 
stacking requirements developed to ensure best use of the limited space available would 
need to be met. 

In light of the above limitations, although not impossible the transport and disposal 
of large items would present very significant difficulties. Segmentation and packaging of 
items, while undoubtedly consuming more space and accruing higher dose to staff, is 
currently the only practical route for large item disposal. 

Where the materials used in construction of large items are suitable and the activity 
either sufficiently low or sufficiently short-lived, a recycling route has potential and also 
fits in with policy concerning opening up of alternative routes for very low level 
radioactive waste.  Delay and decay to achieve this and or free-release criteria are met 
would potentially generate revenue that could partly offset the cost of the process itself 
and where the specific activity precludes this route the material could feasibly be 
recycled into packaging for other LLW (or even ILW) items destined for repository 
disposal, such that the additional activity burden of the recycled material would be 
negligible.  
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